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Which is the 2012 CARL Conference?

14th.
ACRL: Association of College & Research Libraries
What is the purpose of Interest Groups?

Program Planning.
Who are the elected officers?

President, Vice-Presidents, Treasurer, Membership, Secretary.
How often were the CARL Conference in the beginning?

Annually
What does CARL stand for?

California Academic & Research Libraries.
Which is the oldest Interest Group?

CARLDIG: California Academic Reference Librarians Discussion Interest Group
Who is the current 2012 CARL president?

Stephanie Brasley.
Where was the CARL North Conference held many times?

Asilomar.
Who did CARL start with?

California Library Association.
What is the newest Interest Group?

TSIG: Technical Services Interest Group
What are things you can do as a CARL member?

Go to programs and learn, be an officer, help mentor new professionals, network with colleagues.
When were CARL conference biannually moved from?

Fall to Spring.
What year did we start separation from CLA?

What are the original IGs?

CARLDIG: CA Academic & Research Libraries Discussion IG;
SEAL: Science & Engineering Academic Librarians;
CSUL: CA State Univ. Librarians;
ABLE: Academic Business Librarians Exchange;
CALM: CA Academic Librarians in Management
Where can CARL lead you to for leadership?

What is the most popular Conference Theme?

Digital Age.
What is the first year of an Academic Library group in CA?

1929.
What Interest Groups are no longer active?

CALM: CA Academic Librarians in management; CCIG: Community College Interest Group; CDIG: Collect Development Interest Group; CSUL: CA State Univ. Librarians; GPIG: Government Publications Interest Group.
What is the CARL mission statement?

to provide opportunities for the professional growth; to encourage the exchange of ideas and information.